The Federal Reserve and the
Government Securities Market

The Federal Reserve System has held Federal
Government securities since 1917, when the
U.S. Treasury issued a large supply to help
finance World War I. Initially, System
purchases were made to provide a market for
Federal securities and to supplement Reserve
Bank earnings. Through its participation in the
Government securities market, the System
discovered that it could influence bank reserves
and money and credit conditions in the
economy. System procedures for participation
in the market were formalized in the Banking
Acts of 1933 and 1935, which gave the Federal
Open Market Committee (FOMC) power to
determine the extent of System operations.
Federal Government securities are now the
Federal Reserve's largest asset, and the System
buys or sells Government securities almost
every business day. This article discusses the
Federal Reserve's holdings of and transactions
in U.S. Government securities. The first section
deals with trends in the Federal Reserve's
holdings since 1950. The second section treats
short-run fluctuations in the System's portfolio.
*I. A. Cacy, Vice President and Senior Economist, advised
in the preparation of this article.
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In the third section, the article discusses the
types of transactions used by the Federal
Reserve to purchase and sell securities, and the
fourth section analyzes the impact of these
transactions on the Government securities
market.

TRENDS IN FEDERAL RESERVE
HOLDINGS OF U.S. GOVERNMENT
SECURITIES
The Federal Reserve System's holdings of
U.S. Government securities increased from $21
billion at the end of 1950 to $111 billion at the
end of 1977. (See Chart 1.) Throughout the
period, System holdings consisted mainly of
marketable U.S. Treasury securities, which
amounted to $103 billion at the end of 1977.
Since 1971, the System has been authorized to
purchase and sell Federal agency obligations
outright, and holdings of these securities were
$8.5 billion at the end of 1977. As a percentage
of total U.S. Government and Federal agency
securities outstanding, Federal Reserve System
holdings increased from 8.1 per cent in 1950 to
13.6 per cent in 1977.
As a percentage of total Federal Reserve

Chart 1
FEDERAL RESERVE HOLDINGS OF U.S. GOVERNMENT
AND FEDERAL AGENCY SECURITIES
(End of year, 1950-77)
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assets, security holdings increased steadily from

44 per cent in 1950 to 81 per cent in 1977.
System holdings of Government securities have
grown much more rapidly in the 1960's and
1970's than in the 1950's. The average annual
growth rate of System security holdings was 8.7
per cent in 1970-77, 8.5 per cent in 1%0-70,
and only 2.8 per cent in 1950-60.
The growth in the Federal Reserve's holdings
of U.S. Government and Federal agency
securities is related to the System's major
purpose, which is to foster growth in the
nation's supply of money and credit that will
encourage economic growth, stable prices, high
employment, and balance in international
transactions. The System influences monetary
growth by providing for growth in the nation's
monetary base, which consists, of certain
liabilities of the Federal Reserve-member
bank reserves plus currency in circulation
outside member banks.
To bring about growth in the monetary base,
the Federal Reserve increases its assets. When
the System acquires assets, such as securities,
the seller of the assets receives a claim on the
Federal Reserve, which can be deposited in a
bank or converted into currency. The base
increases in either case, due to an increase in
member bank reserves or in currency outside
member banks. (In practice, member bank
reserves automatically rise when the System
purchases securities because a Reserve Bank
credits the account of a member bank
designated by the security dealer for the
amount of the securities sold.) While increases
in System assets support growth of the base,
declines in System assets lead to reductions in
the base. Also, increases in System liabilities,
other than those included in the base, result in
declines in the base, while decreases in nonbase
liabilities lead to increases in the base.
The relationship between the monetary base
and Federal Reserve assets and liabilities may
be stated as a balance sheet equation such as:
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(1) Monetary base = F.R. holdings of
securities
other F.R. assets
- F.R. liabilities, other
than the base.

+

(2) F.R. security holdings = monetary base
- other F.R.
accounts,
where other F.R. accounts equals other F.R.
assets minus F.R. liabilities, other than the
base.' Equation (2) may be used to determine
the amount by which Federal Reserve holdings
of securities need to grow. The change in these
holdings depends on the needed growth in the
monetary base2 minus any rise in other F.R.
accounts, or plus any decline in other accounts.

1 Technically, the other factors affecting the monetary base
include some items that are not on the Federal Reserve's
balance sheet, but are U.S.Treasury account items. These
include Treasury currency outstanding and Treasury cash
holdings. The effects on the monetary base of changes in
Treasury currency outstanding are similar to those of a
change in a Federal Reserve asset, while the effects of
changes in Treasury cash holdings are similar to the effects
of changes in Federal Reserve liabilities. The term-other
F.R. accounts-will be used throughout this article for
simplicity.
2 The need for growth in the monetary base is determined
by the desired changes in the money supply, currency and
bank deposits, to support economic growth. Increases in
the public's demand for currency must be supported dollar
for dollar by increases in the base. Increases in bank
deposits are supported by smaller increases in the base,
since member banks are required to keep only a fraction of
their deposits as reserves. Increases in reserves to support
deposit growth reflect, in part, reserve requirement ratios
and other factors that affect the volume of reserves per
dollar of deposits. Average reserve requirements for
member banks have generally declined in the postwar
period, reducing the need for growth in bank reselves to
support deposits. Since reserve requirements differ between
member and nonmember banks, by size of institution, and
among classes of liabilities-demand, savings, or time
deposits, and other borrowed money-shifts in deposits

Since movements in other F.R. accounts are
largely independent of Federal Reserve
control,' the System must offset changes in
these accounts with changes in security
holdings to ensure needed growth in the base.
Using equation (2) to analyze changes in
security holdings in the 1950-77 period, the
monetary base rose $79 billion during the
period with an increase in currency accounting
for more than three-fourths of the rise. (See
Table 1.) During the same period, other F.R.
accounts fell $6 billion. Thus, the Federal
Reserve increased its Government security
holdings $86 billion to support the rise in the
b a d and to offset the decline in other F.R.
accounts.
The decline in other F.R. accounts in the
1950-77 period reflects gold outflows (i.e., a
decline in gold certificates held by the Federal

2 (Cont .)
among the various categories or between banks alter the
growth in deposits that can be supported by a given volume
of reserves. Also, changes in regulations-such as allowing
member banks to begin counting vault cash as reserves in
1960, the change to lagged reserve accounting in 1968, and
the changes in the timing of crediting reserve accounts for
checks cleared in 1972-have an impact on the volume of
bank reserves needed. Growth in reserves is also affected by
banks' demand for excess reserves, which in turn may be
influenced by regulatory provisions such as carry-over
provisions in reserve accounting.
3 The Federal Reserve does have control over some of the
factors affecting "other F.R. accounts." Other accounts
include Federal Reserve holdings of bankers' acceptances
which may be increased or reduced at the discretion of the
Federal Reserve. Other accounts also include borrowings by
member banks from the Federal Reserve, over which the
Reserve Banks have administrative control. Member banks'
borrowing may fluctuate in response to Federal Reserve
monetary policy. Generally, when the Federal Reserve
tightens its monetary policy stance and interest rates rise,
member banks increase their borrowing at the Federal
Reserve discount window. On the other hand, an easing in
policy usually leads to a decline in member bank
borrowing. Acceptances and member bank borrowing are
of relatively minor importance in the long run. The Federal
Reserve has reduced acceptance holdings in recent years,
and repayment of member bank borrowings have absorbed
reserves slightly on average in the 1970-77 period.

Reserve) and an increase in Treasury deposits
at the Federal Reserve, which'were only partly
offset by increases in Federal Reserve float and
"all" other F.R. accounts. The all other F.R.
accounts category includes assets such as loans
t o member banks and Treasury currency
outstanding and liabilities such as Treasury
cash holdings and foreign and other deposits at
Reserve Banks. Some of these items are on the
balance sheet of the Treasury rather than the
Federal Reserve but affect the monetary base.
In the more recent 1970-77 period, the rise in
Federal Reserve holdings of Government
securities was about the same as the increase in
the monetary base, since other F.R. accounts
did not change much. The small change in
other F.R. accounts reflects a large increase in
Treasury deposits at Reserve Banks which was
mostly offset by increases in other factors. A
rise in the gold certificate and SDR account
supported increases in the monetary base in the
most recent period, while declines led to
reductions in the base in the earlier periods.
SHORT-RUN FLUCTUATIONS IN
FEDERAL RESERVE HOLDINGS OF
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES
While Federal Reserve holdings of
Government securities have generally increased
over the long run, they fluctuate sharply in the
short run. These fluctuations accommodate
short-run changes in the monetary base, which
result from temporary and seasonal movements
in reserves and changes in the public's demand
for currency. Also, short-run changes in
securities offset changes in other F.R.
accounts, which are subject to wide swings
that, unless offset, would result in undesirable
changes in the base. In 1977, the weekly
absolute average change in other Federal
Reserve accounts was $2.1 billion, compared
with $0.7 billion for the monetary base. (See
Table 2.) Thus, most of the $2.0 billion
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City

Table 1
CHANGES IN FEDERAL RESERVE HOLDINGS OF SECURITIES,
THE MONETARY BASE, AND OTHER ACCOUNTS
(Based on annual averages of daily figures, billions of dollars)
F.R. holdings o f U.S. Treasury
and Federal agency securities

.

Monetary base
Member bank reserves
Currency*
Other F.R. accountst
Gold and SDR's
Treasury depos~tsat Federal
Reserve Banks
Federal Reserve float
All other F.R. accounts

1950-60

1960-70

1970-77

1950-77

+8.0

+31.8

+ 45.8

+ 85.6

+ 6.3

+ 27.6

+45.4

+ 2.1

+ 9.8

+ 4.2

+17.8

+ 6.7
+ 38.7

+ 18.7
+ 60.7

-1.6

- 4.2

-

-

-4.9

- 7.4

+ 1.2

-1 1.1

- 6.3

-

+ 0.7
+ 4.0

+ 3.1
+ 8.5

+0.1

-

+ 0.6

+

+ 2.6

+

0.6
1.8
1.9

0.4

.

+79.3

6.2

6.8

'Vault cash of member banks was allowable as reserves as follows: None, June 21, 1917-Nov. 30,-1959; part,
Dec. 1, 1959-Nov. 23, 1960; all, beginning Nov. 24, 1960. Therefore, currency includes member bank vault
cash In full in 1950 and i n part i n 1960; while member bank reserves include vault cash in part in 1960 and in
full in 1970 and 1977.
t A n increase (decrease) in Federal Reserve assets is entered as a positive (negative) figure, while >an
increase (decrease) in Federal R e s e ~ eliabilities is entered as a negative (positive) figure.
Details may not add to totals due to rounding.

absolute average change in security holdings
was due to fluctuations in other F.R. accounts.'
Chart 2 shows the close short-run relationship
between holdings of Government securities and
other F.R. accounts.
Short-run changes in Federal Reserve
holdings of Government securities were much
larger in 1977 than in 1970, as shown in Table
2. While part of the increase may be

The Federal Reserve has some control over changes in
other F.R. accounts since these include the Federal
Reserve's holdings of acceptances and member bank
borrowing. However, the absolute average change in both
acceptances held by the Federal Reserve and member bank
borrowing was less than $0.2 billion in 1977.
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attributable to high& levels, absolute average
weekly changes as a percentage of the average
level increased from 0.6 per cent in 1970 to 1.9
per cent in 1977. Taking into account the
changes in levels, the greater fluctuations in
security holdings were due to larger movements
in other F.R. accounts, as fluctuations in the
monetary base were equal in 1977 and 1970.
The greater changes in other F.R. accounts
were due mainly to a rise in the average change
in Treasury deposits at Federal Reserve Banks
from $124 million, or 11 per cent of the level in
1970, to $2.1 billion, or 28 per cent of the level
in 1977. In 1970, the Treasury kept deposits at
Federal Reserve Banks at a fairly stable level
and allowed its deposits at commercial banks to

Table 2
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE WEEKLY CHANGES IN FEDERAL RESERVE HOLDINGS
OF SECURITIES, THE MONETARY BASE, AND OTHER ACCOUNTS
Absolute Average Weekly Changes
(As a percentage of the

(Levels, M~ll~ons
of dollars)

annual average level)

1970

1977

-

-

1977
-

F. R. holdings of U.S. Government
and Federal agency securities

3 64

1,984

0.6

1.9

Monetary base

435

724

0.6

0.6

31 7
301

56 2
59 2

1.1
0.6

1.6
0.7

335

2,104

1.7

11.1

124
321
182

2,110
53 5
275

11.3
11.0
1 .O

28.4
14.6
1.2

-

Member bank reserves
Currency (outside member banks)
Other F.R. accounts
Treasury deposits at FRB's
Federal Reserve float
All other F.R. accounts

fluctuate. In the 1970's, the Treasury changed
its cash management policies and began calling
deposits from commercial banks more quickly,
thus increasing balances at the Reserve Banks
and increasing the volatility of these deposits.'
Starting in May 1978, the Treasury will be
allowed to invest its balances in interest-bearing
notes at financial institutions. This will reduce
the week-to-week changes in Treasury deposits
at Reserve Banks, but the amount of the
reduction remains uncertain.
FEDERAL RESERVE TRANSACTIONS IN
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES
The large fluctuations in the Federal
Reserve's holdings of Government securities
5 For an explanation of the changes in the Treasury's
procedures and their effect on the volatility of Treasury
deposits at Reserve Banks, see Peggy Brockschmidt,
"Treasury Cash Balances," Federal Reserve Bank of
Kansas City Monthly Review. July-August 1975.

1970

require the System to conduct a large volume of
transactions in these securities. The'System
Open Market Account (SOMA) conducts
transactions in U.S. Government and Federal
agency securities with either foreign accounts or
domestic security dealer^.^ Several types of
transactions are used, including outright
6 Open market transactions are also conducted in bankers'
acceptances but these have been of relatively minor
importance in recent years when compared with
transactions in U.S. Government and Federal agency
issues. In March 1977, the Federal Reserve announced that
it would no longer purchase or sell bankers' acceptances
outright except under unusual ,circumstances, since the
market for bankers' acceptances is well developed and
efficient and no longer in need of support through Federal
Reserve participation. The System remains a participant in
the market through its repurchase agreements with dealers
that are secured by bankers' acceptances and by serving as
agent in buying and selling acceptances for the accounts of
foreign central banks. At the end of 1977, SOMA holdings
of bankers' acceptances were less than $1 billion. The
activities of SOMA in the bankers' acceptance market will
not be discussed further in this article.
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Chart 2
FEDERAL RESERVE SECURITY HOLDINGS, MONETARY BASE,
AND OTHER ACCOUNTS
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purchases and sales of securities, redemptions
of maturing securities, repurchase agreements
(RP's), and matched sale-purchase agreements
(MSP's).
Outright transactions are conducted with
foreign accounts or domestic dealers with no
agreement to reverse the transaction. Reserves
and base money are provided when the System
buys securifies and are absorbed when it sells
or redeems securities. A repurchase agreement
involves the purchase of securities by the
Federal Reserve from a dealer with the
condition that the dealer will buy back the
same securities at a predetermined price or
yield after a stated period of time, not
exceeding 15 days. An RP may be terminated
by either party prior to maturity unless a
nonterminable contract is made. RP's initially
provide reserves but absorb them again when
terminated. Matched sale-purchase agreements, often referred to as reverse RP's, involve
the sale of Treasury bills at stated prices by the
Federal Reserve to a domestic dealer or foreign
account with the condition that the System will
buy the securities back after a stated period,
normally less than 7 days. MSP's initially
absorb reserves but provide them again when
terminated. '
The particular transaction chosen and
whether it is with the domestic market or
foreign customers depends on the objective to

Outright transactions with the market are normally made
through an auction in which dealers submit price bids for
securities of the type and maturity the SOMA Manager
plans to buy or sell. Foreign orders are executed at the
"best" market prices being quoted by dealers at the time of
the transaction. The distribution of RP's among dealen is
determined through an auction in which dealers submit
bids at various rates. The SOMA Manager accepts the bids
in descending order up to the amount needed. In executing
MSP agreements, the Manager requests dealers to make
offerings in an auction indicating the amounts and prices at
which they would resell the same securities to the System at
maturity of the MSP's. The Account Manager accepts the
highest prices bid.
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be achieved-provision or absorption of
reserves or investment needs of foreign
customers. The technique used also depends on
the magnitude and duration of the reserve
need. RP's and MSP's are generally used on a
temporary basis to offset short-run fluctuations
in reserves, and outright transactions are used
when it is necessary to supply or absorb
reserves for longer periods.
The volume of transactions the SOMA
conducts in Government securities depends
mainly on the objectives of monetary policy as
established by the Federal Open Market
Committee (FOMC). At any point in time,
objectives typically involve maintaining the
interest rate on Federal funds within a specified
range. The Federal funds rate is the rate at
which banks are willing to lend or borrow
immediately available reserves, usuaIly on an
overnight basis; it is used as an indicator of the
degree of pressure on bank reserves. The
specified range for the funds rate is chosen to
be consistent with longer run objectives of
monetary policy, which involve providing the
volume of reserves and base money needed to
support adequate growth in money and credit
for the economy.'
Given the Federal funds rate objective, the
SOMA'S daily and weekly transactions are
determined by the need to provide for those
changes in the base that are consistent with the
funds rate objective and to offset any changes
in other F.R. accounts that would cause a
change in the base that is not consistent with
the objective. Changes in the base may be

8 The FOMC directive to the Account Manager states that
the Committee seeks to maintain the weekly average
Federal funds rate at a certain level, so long as M1 and M2
appear to be growing over a 2-month period at annual rates
within specified ranges. If it appears that growth rates over
the 2-month period are deviating from their ranges, the
SOMA Manager is instructed to modify the operational
objectives for the weekly average Federal funds rate within
a range specified by the Committee.
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City

needed to encourage a change in the funds rate
called for by policy objectives. However, even if
policy calls for a stable funds rate, the base
may fluctuati daily and weekly, due tq seasonal
and random shifts in the demand for reserves
and currency.
To illustrate SOMA'S daily and weekly
activity, gross transactions in Government
securities were $23.6 billion in the statement
week ending December 21, 1977. (See Table 3.)
The net weekly increase in security holdings
was $7.7 billion, providing for a $3.4 billion
rise in the base and offsetting a $4.2 billion
decline in other F.R. accounts. These
transactions were consistent with maintaining
the daily effective Federal funds rate within a
range of 6.51 and 6.57 per cent.
Transactions were conducted on each
business day of the week. On Thursday, gross
transactions were $7.2 billion and Federal
Reserve security holdings increased $4.7
billion, providing for a $2.5 billion increase in
the monetary base and offsetting a $2.3 billion
decline in other F.R. accounts. (See Table 3.)
The increase in securities was accomplished
through outright purchases of securities,
mainly from the market but also from foreign
accounts, and through maturing MSP's with
the market. ~ l t h o u ~MSP's
h
with foreign
accounts matured, they were offset by an
increase in new MSP agreements with
foreigners.
Federal Reserve holdings of securities
increased again on Friday and Monday.
Although the monetary base declined on
Friday, the rise in securities was needed to
offset a larger decline in other F.R. accounts.
On Monday, the increase in other F.R.
accounts supplemented open market operations
in providing for an increase in the base. On
both Friday and Monday, outright purchases
from foreign accounts contributed part of the
increase in System security holdings, but the
remainder was gained through temporary
Economic Review
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transactions. O n both days, MSP's with
foreigners matured and new MSP agreements
were entered. On Friday, l:day RP's were
made and on Monday new RP's were also
entered, in part to offset maturing 1-day RP's.
On Tuesday, System security holdings were
reduced slightly, as a decline in the monetary
base was largely accommodated through a drop
in other F.R. accounts. Changes in System
security holdings were achieved mainly through
early termination of RP transactions. Also,
MSP sales to foreigners were slightly greater
than maturing MSP's. On Wednesday, System
security holdings rose to support an increase in
the monetary base, which was partly facilitated
by an increase in other F.R. accounts.
Accommodation of foreign accounts through
MSP's reduced System securities in contrast to
the System's desire to increase holdings. Also,
some RP's were terminated prior to maturity on
Wednesday. Thus, RP agreements were entered
with the market.
For the year 1977 as a whole, gross Federal
Reserve open market transactions in
Government securities amounted to $1,270
billion. (See Table 4.) Operations in
marketable Treasury securities accounted for
98 per cent of the total. The volume of gross
transactions was nearly evenly divided between
transactions with foreign accounts and those
with the domestic market.
.
Gross outright transactions were $34 billion,
or less than 3 per cent of total transactions in
1977. Transactions with foreign accounts
amounted to 40 per cent of all outright
operations. Individual outright transactions
with foreigners tended to be much smaller in
size than those with the market but occurred
more frequently. In 1977, outright transactions
with the market were executed on only 22 days,
while outright transactions with foreign
accounts occurred on 85 days. In 1977, net
outright purchases provided a $10.2 billion
increase in System securities.
23
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Table 3
FEDERAL RESERVE OPEN MARKET TRANSACTIONS IN U.S. GOVERNMENT
SECURITIES, AND CHANGES IN THE MONETARY BASE AND OTHER ACCOUNTS
(Statement week ended December 21, 1977, billions of dollars)
Thurs

Frl.

Mon

Tues

Wed.

12/15
12/16
12/19
12/20
12/21
Total
-

7.2

'4.0

4.9

2.6

4.9

23.6

1 .O
-

-

-

--

-

1 .O
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

01
-

0.2
-

0.1
-

-

-

0.4

-

3.6
-

-

-

-

-

-

3.6

1.2
1.2

1.2
1.3

1.3
1.1

1.1
1.2

1.2
1.3

6.1
6.2

-

1.2
-

1.1
12

03

2.1
03

4.5
1.8

Net change In F.R holdlngs of U S. Government and Federal agency securltles

47

13

02

- 04

17

77

Changes In:
Monetary base
Member bank reserves
Currency (outs~demember banks)

2.5
17
0.7

-0.5
-0 3
-0.2

0.8
05
0.3

- 27
-3.2
05

3.4
3.2
0.2

34
1.9
1.5

-2.3
-0.3
-1 1
-0 9

-1.8
-1.2
-0.9
02

0.5
-1.4
1.6
0.4

--2 3
-1.8
-0 6
01

1.7
-0.7,
17
07

- 42
-5.5
08
05

Total gross transactions
Outrlght transactlons
Wlth domestlc market:
Purchases
Sales
Redemptions
With forelgn customers:
Purchases
Sales
Matched sale-purchase agreements
Wlth domestic market:
Purchases
Sales '
W ~ t hforelgn customers:
Purchases
Sales
Repurchase agreements (domestlc market)
Purchases
Sales

Other F. R. accounts*
Treasury depos~tsat F. R. Banks
Federal Reserve float
A l l other F.R. accounts
Federal funds effective rate (per cent)

6.52

6 55

6.56

6 51

6.57

-

-

6.54

NOTE: The data shown here on the monetary base and on other F.R. accounts are not necessarily the figures
that were available to the SOMA Manager on the day open market transactlons occurred nor do they
represent flnal flgures for those days. Data are collected with a long tlme lag and may be subject to
substantla1 revision. Details may not add to totals due to rounding.
'An Increase (decrease) in Federal Reserve assets IS entered as a positive (negative) figure, while an
Increase (decrease) in Federal Reserve liabilities is entered as a negative ( p o ~ l t l v e figure.
)
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Table 4
FEDERAL RESERVE OPEN MARKET TRANSACTIONS
IN U.S. GOVERNMENT SECURITIES
(Billions of dollars)
Total gross transactions
Outr~ghttransactions, total
Treasury bills, total
Gross purchases
Gross sales
Redempt~ons
Net change
Other U.S. Treasury securit~es, total*
Gross purchases
Gross sales
Redemptions
Net change
Federal agency securities, total
Gross purchases
Gross sales
Redempt~ons
Net change
Net increase in SOMA Government security
holdings due t o outright transactions

1970

1977

122.6

1,270.2

19.7

34.4

18.4
11.1
5.2
2.2
3.7

23.1
13.7
7.2
2.1
4.4

1.3
1.3

9.7
7.2
2.5
4.7

-

1.3
-

-

1.7
1.4
0.2
1.2

5.0

10.2

78.5

386.7

33.9
33.9

178.7
180.5

5.4
5.4

13.8
13.6

24.4
12.2
12.2

849.1
423.8
425.2

Total net changes in SOMA Government
security holdings

5.0

7.2

Memo: Total gross transactions with foreign
accounts ~ncludedabove

5.3

637.1

5.3
2.0
3.3

13.6
7.3
6.3

Repurchase agreements, total
U.S. Treasury securities
Gross purchases
Gross sales
Federal agency securltles
Gross purchases
Gross sales
Matched sale-purchase agreements (bills), total
Gross purchases
Gross sales

Outr~ghttransactions, total
Gross purchases
Gross sales

Matched sale-purchase agreements, total
623.5
Gross purchases
310.9
Gross sales
31 2.6
SOURCE: Federal Reserve Bulletin.
NOTE: Sales, redemptions, and negative figures reduce holdings of the SOMA; all other figures increase
such holdings. Details may not add to totals due to rounding.
'Both gross purchases and redemptions include special certificates created when the Treasury borrows
directly from the Federal Reserve, as follows: 1977, $2.5 billion.
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Table 5
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF MARKETABLE SECURITIES
November 30, 1977
Total
Outstand~ng

Total marketables
100.0
Final maturity:
49.1
Within 1 year
Treasury Bills
34.4
Other Secur~ties 14.6
1-5 years
33.8
10.0
5-10 years
Over 10 years
7.2

Federal
Reserve
Hold~ngs

1 00.0
53.5
38.6
14.9
28.6
10.7
7.2

The System has carried out most of its
outright open market transactions in
short-term Treasury bills in recent years. In
1977, transactions in bills accounted for
two-thirds of total outright transactions.
However, on a net basis, outright purchases of
coupon securities added somewhat more to
System security holdings than did net Treasury
bill purchases. Increases in Federal Reserve
security holdings have coincided with changes
in the types of securities issued by the Treasury,
and the maturity structure of the Federal
Reserve's holdings of marketable securities is
similar to the maturity distribution of all
outstanding marketables. (See Table 5.) In
recent years, the Treasury has issued a larger
net amount of coupon securities than of
Treasury bills as it attempted to lengthen the
maturity structure of the debt. Thus, the
Federal Reserve has acquired larger amounts of
coupon securities. In the 1970-77 period, net
coupon security acquisitions were $24.5 billion
compared with $20.7 billion for bills.
Outright transactions by SOMA in Federal
agency securities have been quite small
compared to transactions in U.S. Treasury
securities. In 1977, transactions in agency

securities were $1.7 billion, about 5 per cent of
total outright transactions.
The bulk of the System's gross transactions
in Government securities in 1977 was
conducted through temporary RP and MSP
agreements. (See Table 4.) Gross repurchase
agreements accounted for nearly one-third of
total gross transactions. These transactions are
largely conducted in Treasury securities, with
only a small amount in agency securities. More
than one-half of the RP's initiated in 1977
matured or were terminated within 1 day, and
82 per cent matured within 3 days. The
remaining RP's had maturities of 4 to 7 days,
and of these about one-third were made under
nonterminable contracts. RP's were initiated on
88 business days in 1977.
Matched sale-purchase transactions amounted to two-thirds of total gross open market
transactions in 1977. Gross MSP's with
foreign accounts accounted for nearly
three-fourths of all MSP transactions. MSP's
with foreigners are normally 1-day transactions
and were entered into on almost a daily basis in
1977. MSP's with the market occurred much
less frequently but were often for periods longer
than 1 day.
Gross open market transactions in
Government securities were substantially larger
in 1977 than in 1970, with most of the growth
in temporary RP and MSP transactions rather
than in outright transactions. (See Table 4.)
The greater use of MSP and RP transactions in
1977 is due in part to greater short-term
fluctuations in the monetary base and
especially in other F.R. accounts. The change
in the Treasury's cash management policies
between 1970 and 1977 was largely responsible
for the greater fluctuations in other F.R.
accounts. Also, prior to the change in Treasury
policy, if the System needed to absorb a large
volume of reserves, it could ask the Treasury to
call balances at commercial banks and deposit
them in Reserve Banks, thus reducing the need
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City

for open market operations. With the change in
Treasury policy, this option was lost.9
Another reason for the rapid growth in MSP
and RP transactions is the Federal Reserve's
desire to accommodate foreign customers. Prior
to 1974, the System engaged only in outright
transactions with foreign accounts; but since
August 1974, it has entered into MSP's with
foreign customers (RP's from the foreign
customer's view). MSP's provide foreign
customers with a convenient means for
investing short-term balances of excess dollars
in interest-earning assets and aid the Federal
Reserve in absorbing reserves with minimum
market impact. The volume of foreign
transactions has increased in recent years
because foreigners have accumulated large
dollar balances, due to the continuing deficits
in the U.S. balance of payments.
Prior to May 1977, the System carried out
MSP's with foreign accounts when they
coincided with-System objectives. In May 1977,
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) raised the
possibility that foreign central banks' earnings
from RP's with the market may be taxable. The
Federal Reserve then began acting as a
principal for all foreign account RP
transactions with the domestic market. In
1977, System MSP's with foreign accounts
contributed to the need for market RP's on 47
of the 88 days that RP's were initiated.
Recent IRS rulings have clarified that foreign
banks' earnings on RP's will not be subject to
taxes when the Federal Reserve System acts as
a principal, in the transaction. As a result,

Although under current procedures the Federal Reserve
has been discouraged from requesting the Treasury to alter
its deposit distribution between Federal Reserve Banks and
commercial banks, the System may be able to do so under
new procedures. For a description of the new Treasury cash
management procedures, see Elijah Brewer, "Treasury to
Invest Surplus Tax and Loan Balances," Federal Reserve
Bank of Chicago Economic Perspective, November/
December 1977.
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accounting procedures have changed again.
Foreign MSP's appear as a SOMA transaction
only when they coincide with the System's
policy objectives. In other cases, the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York enters into MSP's
with foreigners and makes offsetting RP's with
Government security dealers. These transactions do not appear on SOMA'S records.
The volume of temporary open market
transactions has also been influenced in recent
years by the Federal Reserve's desire to keep
day-to-day fluctuations in the Federal funds
rate within a narrow range. In addition, the
growth in the Federal funds market in the
1970's may have required that SOMA engage
in larger transactions to affect the funds rate.
IMPACT OF FEDERAL RESERVE OPEN
MARKET OPERATIONS ON THE
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES MARKET
Federal Reserve open , market operations
influence the Government securities market
mainly by affecting bank reserves.'O Changes in
reserves affect the availability and cost of
money and credit in various credit markets,
including the Government securities market. In
the short run, changes in the Federal funds rate
in line with Federal Reserve policy influence the
Treasury bill rate and other rates on short-term
Government -securities. Over longer periods,
both short- and long-term rates are affected by
the course of monetary policy.
In addition to the impact through reserves,
System transactions in Government securities
may directly influence the market. However,
the SOMA follows a number of policies

10 At times, an important.objective of the Federal Reserve
in coriducting open market operations has been to influence
the term structure of interest rates. This policy was used
mainly in the early 1960's when it was desirable to
moderate downward pressures on' short-term interest rates
to reduce international capital flows.

designed t o minimize t h e impact of its
transactions on the market." First, the
Account Manager utilizes temporary RP and
MSP transactions to reduce the impact of
System activity on interest rates on Government
securities. An outright purchase followed in a
few days by an outright sale would have the
same effect on reserves as an RP, and an
outright sale followed by an outright purchase
would have the same effect as an MSP.
However, the market does not view RP's and
MSP's the same as outright transactions since
it does not know whether outright transactions
will be reversed. When the Federal Reserve
purchases securities outright, it reduces dealer
inventories. If the dealers think the System may
not sell securities soon, they may bid for new
inventory at higher prices because they expect a
smaller supply to be available. Thus, there may
be greater, downward temporary . pressure on
interest rates when an outright purchase is used
instead of an RP. Likewise, the use of outright
transactions instead of MSP's may result in
greater increases in interest rates.
The System can also use transactions with
foreign accounts to minimize its impact on the
Government securities market. Foreign
purchases of securities from the Federal
Reserve reduce the banking system's reserves,
and foreign sales to the System increase bank
reserves. Direct transactions with foreign
accounts are usually undertaken when foreign
orders to buy or sell coincide with System needs
to alter reserves. If the System did.not carry out
direct operations with foreign central banks,
contrasting types of transactions would need to

l 1 The FOMC authorization for domestic open market
operations limits,the total change in SOMA holdings of
U.S. Government and Federal agency securities to $3
billion between meetings of the FOMC. This limit was
raised from $2 billion on March 18, 1974, because of the
larger short-term fluctuations in reserves and factors
affecting reserves.

be conducted in the domestic market. For
example, if a foreign central bank wanted to
sell securities at the same time the System
needed t o supply reserves, the Account
Manager would have to ask for bids in the
market for the securities of foreigners to be sold
and at the same time purchase securities for the
System's account. Although the market would
see both types of transactions, it might place
greater emphasis on the System's transactions,
resulting in larger interest rate movements
because of expected changes in the supply of
securities.
The Federal Reserve System follows a
number of other practices designed to minimize
the impact of its transactions on Government
security prices and yields. First, SOMA sales of
Government securities have generally been
limited to Treasury bills in recent years. The
Treasury bill market is broad and active,
whereas secondary market trading in many
Federal agency and long-term Treasury issues
is relatively thin. Thus, System sales of such
securities tend to be unsettling to the markets
and could result in large price changes. Also, if
the System were to sell long-term bonds, it
could pose problems for the Treasury if the
amount of bonds issued to the public at rates
over 4% per cent approached the legal limit.
Currently the Treasury can issue up to $27
billion without regard to the interest rate
ceiling, and Federal Reserve and Government
account holdings are not included in this limit.
The System holds one-fourth of all marketable
bonds issued with coupon rates above 4 % per
cent.
Secondly, when the System purchases
securities for its account, it considers the
maturity as well as the prices offered. The
System generally does not purchase securities
that are very close to maturity, and it may be
more willing to accept an issue of securities in
which its holdings are relatively small. In
purchasing notes and bonds and Federal
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City

agency securities, the System must be careful
that its purchases do not overwhelm the market
resulting in large price changes.
Federal Reserve security holdings are widely
distributed among outstanding issues. As of
November 30, 1977, the System held some
portion of each of the 102 marketable notes
and bonds issued by the Treasury," with the
percentage of individual issues held varying
from less than 1 per cent to more than 70 per
cent. The System also held 126 different
Federal agency issues, but these holdings are
limited by regulations to less than 30 per cent
of any one agency security issue and less than
15 per cent of the total amount outstanding for
any one agency. Federal Reserve bill holdings
are also distributed among the outstanding
issues.
Third, System participation in the new issues
market is minimized. To avoid influencing the
price or yield on new securities, SOMA does
not purchase new issues for cash for its own
account nor does it purchase "when-issued"
securities. The System may, however, purchase
new issues for cash on behalf of its foreign
customers. Maturing securities in the System
account are exchanged or allowed to mature
without replacement. Since April 1974, the
System has entered Treasury bill auctions on a
noncompetitive basis, exchanging its maturing
bills for new issues at the average price of
accepted competitive tenders. This eliminates
the risk of having to undertake outright bill
purchases to maintain the same volume of
security holdings and reduces the Federal
Reserve's influence in determining new issue
Treasury bill rates. The relative size of
noncompetitive System bids and competitive
bids from the public tends to remain fairly
stable due to the System's distribution of bill

'2 This does not include 1 % per cent EO notes which are
held only by private investors.
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holdings among outstanding issues. This also
minimizes System influence on Treasury bill
rates. Maturing notes and bonds are redeemed
or exchanged at the average price of securities
issued to private investors. Redemptions can be
a useful option when there is a need to absorb
reserves, since a redemption would have
relatively little direct impact on market rates.
However, redemptions of marketable Treasury
securities are made infrequently and normally
amount to only a few hundred million dollars at
any one time. System holdings of agency issues
are allowed to run off at maturity, and no new
issues are purchased in the secondary market
until at least 2 weeks after the issue date.
The Federal Reserve also tries to reduce its
impact on market attitudes during Treasury
financing operations. In much of the postwar
period, the Federal Reserve adhered to a policy
known as "even keel," normally meaning that
ftom a few days before the announcement of a
major Treasury security sale, the System would
not alter monetary policy-i.e.,
change the
discount rate or reserve requirements, visibly
alter the Federal funds target rate, or make
large outright purchases or sales of
Government securities.
In recent years, the Federal Reserve has
adhered less closely to even-keel policy, since
debt management innovations have made
Treasury financings less vulnerable to sudden
variations in market interest rates. Formerly,
the Treasury sold most of its notes and bonds
on a subscription basis with the price and
coupon rate set prior to the sale. Any sharp rise
in rates before the sale would make the coupon
rate appear relatively unattractive and dampen
investor interest, with the risk that the Treasury
would not be able to sell the desired volume of
securities. In the 1970's. the Treasury has
issued most notes and bonds on an auction
basis, with yields and prices determined
through bidding on the date of the offering.
Thus, the rate and price adjust to the current

market level and the risk of a financing failure
is reduced. '
The need for the Federal Xeserve to follow an
even-keel policy during Treasury financings has
also been reduced by the restructuring of the
debt into a more regular cycle of offerings.
Most financings are now moderate in size and
occur on a schedule that allows investors to
accumulate funds for purchasing Treasury
issues. The frequency of Treasury financings in
recent years makes it impractical for the
System to maintain an even-keel policy during
all Treasury operations. Further, even when the
Federal Reserve maintained a n even-keel
policy, interest rate movements were sometimes
large during Treasury financing periods, since
rates are influenced by a number of factors
other than Federal Reserve policy.

13 Two auction techniques-the price auction and the yield
auction-have frequently been utilized by the Treasury in
the 1970's. While the need for an even-keel policy has been
reduced under both methods, it is a less important policy
when the yield auction is utilized. In a price auction, the
coupon rate is set prior to the sale and the yield to maturity
is adjusted to current market rates through changes in the
price. A sharp rise in interest rates between the
announcement of the coupon rate and the sale date results
in price bids on a discount basis. If discounts become so
large as to subject investors to original-issue discount tax
laws, the sale may be cancelled. Alternatively, declines in
interest rates result in premium prices, which when very
large reduce investor participation. Since 1974, the
majority of note and bond auctions have been on a yield
basis, with the coupon rate determined in the auction and a
par price set near the average yield. Thus, changes in
interest rates do not result in large price premiums nor
discounts on the issue. Under either method, rate changes
between the sale date and the time that dealers distribute
the securities among their customers can result in dealer
profits or losses. Declines in interest rates result in higher
bond prices, providing windfall profits to dealers; whereas
increases in rates depress bond prices, resulting in dealer
losses and a reluctance on their part to participate in future
sales. Nevertheless, gradual changes in policy begun prior
to the auction will not result in large profits nor losses since
dealers can anticipate interest rate movements and adjust
their bids accordingly.

Although the System does not adhere to a
strict even-keel policy, market transactions are
minimized during Treasury financings. I n
1977, the Federal Reserve executed outright
transactions directly with the market on only 5
out of 69 days that Treasury bills were
auctioned and on only two occasions when
notes or bonds were auctioned. The System did
enter into outright transactions in the middle of
a major refunding in November 1977. MSP and
RP transactions and outright transactions with
foreigners were carried out on many days of
Treasury security sales.

SUMMARY
Federal Reserve operations in the Government securities market developed as a result of
the System's need to control changes in bank
reserves and the monetary base and to
influence monetary growth. The System's
holdings of U.S. Treasury and Federal agency
securities increased sharply in the post-World
War I1 period and were $111 billion at the end
of 1977. In the short run, Federal Reserve
holdings of Government securities fluctuate to
accommodate temporary or seasonal changes in
the monetary base and to offset changes in
other Federal Reserve accounts. These
short-run fluctuations require a large volume of
open market transactions. System Open
Market Account transactions are conducted
with foreign accounts and with domestic
security dealers. Outright purchases and sales
of securities provide for long-term changes in
System security holdings to support bank
reserves and monetary growth; while
repurchase agreements and matched sale-purchase agreements are used to accomplish
day-to-day changes in System security holdings
and to accommodate overnight investment
needs of foreign customers.
Federal Reserve open market operations
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City

mainly influence the Government securities
market indirectly through their impact on
reserves, but they also may influence the
market directly. However, SOMA follows a
number of policies designed to minimize the
impact of its transactions on prices and yields
in the market. First, the Account Manager
utilizes temporary MSP and RP transactions
and transactions with foreign accounts when
possible, since these transactions have less
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impact on market rates than outright
transactions with the market. Also, System
sales are generally conducted in Treasury bills,
where the market is broad and active.
Purchases are distributed among a wide variety
of issues, and System participation in the new
issues market is minimized. In addition, the
Federal Reserve tries to reduce its impact on
market attitudes during Treasury financing
operations.

